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Abstract
In this work, diffusion process of Cr atoms on two types of defected graphene and structure
and magnetic properties of Cr cluster tapped on defect were studied by ab initio density
functional calculations. It is found that the formation of Cr-C bond between Cr atom and C
atom around the defect is very essential in formation of Cr cluster. In addition, two stable
cluster structures on two types of defected graphene were discussed respectively, all of these
structure show out-of-plane magnetic easy axis.
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Introduction

Manipulation of the magnetic properties of transition metal clusters on defected graphene is
one of the focused research topics in spintronics. The most import property in storage is magnetic
anisotropy energy (MAE). In magnetic anisotropic materials magnetic moments will tend to align
with the most energy favorable direction, which is always called ’easy axis’. If magnetic moments
are aligned to a direction perpendicular to the easy axis the total energy of system will increase, the
increment of is defined as MAE. With large MAE the information stored in devices could be more
stable against thermal agitation. On the other hand a small MAE is needed in writing information,
because when writing the direction of magnetic moments need to be turned to a different direction
which means a different bit state.
In previous study, transition metal (TM) atoms on perfect graphene were studied, due to the
small energy barriers TM cluster are very mobile on perfect graphene[1][2],the mobility hampers the
usage in magnetic storage. It was shown that defects on graphene like divacancies or monovacancies
could trap TM clusters form period 5 and period 6 with MAE larger than 60 meV[3]. TM Fe from
period 3 could form cluster one defected graphene in very short time and could make it easier to
form vacancy on graphene[4].
In this study, the diffusion behavior of Cr atoms on two type of defected graphene sheet:
divacancy and monovacancy, structure of Cr cluster absorbed by defect and magnetic properties
of Cr clusters were investigated based on ab initio calculation method. The result and analysis of
molecular dynamics diffusion simulation is presented in part 3.1. In 3.2 the geometric structure
and magnetism of Cr clusters are discussed. Brief conclusions were is given in part 4,
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Computation method

All the calculations were performed in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)[5][6]
with density functional theory (DFT) using projector-augmented-wave (PAW) potentials and a
plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 520 eV. Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
parameterized by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)[7] was used to describe the exchange correlation energy functional. In calculation of total energy, the Fermi-smearing method was used
with smearing width of 0.05 eV. The supercell was set to be 7 × 7 unit cells of graphene, one or
two C atoms were removed to introduce mono-vacancy or di-vacancy. Six Chromium atoms were
initially positioned 1 Å above different sites of the graphene sheet. To avoid the effect of different
graphene sheets from vertical direction, the vacuum space was set to be 20 Å. The molecular dynamics simulation of Cr adatoms on defected 2D graphene sheet was performed at 300K for 5000
ionic steps with step length of 3 fs, the temperature was kept constant by Nosé algorithm[8][9][10].
The structures optimization was performed using the conjugate gradient method with HellmanFeynman force until the change in total energy is less than 1.0×10−4 eV, a 3×3×1 Monkhorst-Pack
k grid was used. The Self-consistent calculations were performed without any use of symmetry, a
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7 × 7 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k grid was used, the energy cutoff was kept at 10−5 eV.
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3.1

Results and discussion
Diffusion of Cr atoms on defected graphene

The diffusion behavior of Cr atoms near vacancy of graphene sheet was investigated by performing molecular dynamics simulation at constant temperature of 300 K to 12 ps simulation time. The
initial positions of Cr atoms were 2.2 Å above the graphene sheet[Fig. 2(a)], vacancy was created
by removing one or two atoms of graphene sheet.
First, diffusion on graphene with a divacancy was performed, the potential energy convergence
landscape of molecular dynamics simulation is shown in Fig. 1. The geometric structures of the
system at different time points are shown in Figs. 2.
By observing and analyzing the motion of Cr and C atoms, some interesting behaviors were
found. At the beginning of diffusion, the divacancy became a 5-8-5 defect as Cr atoms moving
on the sheet, two of Cr atoms came close to the defect then formed a dimer above the defect and
three of them came together to form a trimer far from the defect as shown in Figs. 2(b)-2(c). The
potential energy became much lower after three Cr atoms formed a trimer above the defect [Figs.
1-2(d)], it’s worthing noting that one Cr atom was stuck in the center of the defect and made
the 5-8-5 defect back to the shape of divacancy in Fig. 2(a). The stuck Cr atom went down the
graphene sheet plane gradually and kept bonded to the nearest four C atoms after trapped in the
defect [Fig. 2(e)]. Then the potential energy decreased sharply as the trimer far from the defect
moving to the defect [Fig. 1-2(f)], which means the defect has attraction on the trimer. After 7
ps simulation time, the cluster had formed and kept stable, the Cr6 cluster’s finial stable structure
is like a octahedron [Figs. 2(g)-2(h)]. During following simulation time, the cluster kept stuck on
the divacancy and only had thermal vibration with occasional bonds break and formation. The
molecular dynamics simulation shows that isolated Cr atoms on graphene sheet trend to form small
cluster like dimer or trimer firstly and then get trapped by the defect.
The formation of cluster become much easier after one Cr atom gets trapped in the defect and
bonded to the nearest four C atoms. Thus, the formation of Cr6 cluster on defected graphene with
divacancy sheet is proved to be feasible by diffusion simulation. The optimization of magnetic
structure will be based on the result of this diffusion simulation.
Secondly, the diffusion of Cr atoms on monovacancy graphene was performed.The potential
energy convergence is shown in 3.The geometric structures of the system at different time points
are shown in Figs. 4.
Initially, the six Cr atoms were 2.2 Å above the graphene sheet plane [Fig. 4(a)].Then the
monovacancy defect became a 5-9 defect, Cr atoms gathered and formed two trimers[Fig. 4(b)].
That two trimers came closer to each other and formed a Cr6 cluster at simulation time 3 ps[Fig.
4(c)], then the Cr6 cluster moved toward the 5-9 defect[Fig. 4(d)]. Before time point (d) the
potential energy kept falling gradually and a steep falling happened after (d)[Fig. 3], this falling in
energy was a result of formation of Cr-C bonds between one Cr atom and three C atoms around
the defect[Fig. 4(e)]. The absorption of Cr atom also made the defect changed from 5-9 defect
back to the monovacancy shape. Then the Cr6 came closer to the defect and kept oscillating above
the defect. For The stable state as shown in Fig. 4(f), one Cr atom was bonded to C atoms and
at the center of the defect, other Cr atom were on the left of the center of defect, the shape of the
cluster was like two tetrahedrons with a shared Cr-Cr bond edge.
In the diffusion simulation for Cr atoms on monovacancy graphene sheet, a steep falling of
potential energy was found when one Cr atom was boned to defect of graphene, thus this formation
of bonds is essential for absorption of Cr cluster on monovacancy defected graphene.
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Figure 1: Potential energy convergence in diffusion on graphene with a divacancy

Figure 2: Geometric structures at different simulation times for Cr atoms on graphene with a
divacancy
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Figure 3: Potential energy convergence in diffusion on graphene with a monovacancy

Figure 4: Geometric structures at different simulation times for Cr atoms on graphene with a
monovacancy
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Figure 5: Geometric structures: A: structure with lowest energy on divacancy graphene; B: structure with second lowest energy on divacancy; C: structure with lowest energy on monovacancy
graphene; D: structure with second lowest energy on monovacancy graphene on monovacancy
graphene.

3.2

Geometric and magnetic structure

Next, some different magnetic moment configurations were given to Cr6 cluster structure from
results of molecular dynamics diffusion simulation, and force relaxation computations were performed. The Cr6 cluster structures graphene with lowest and second lowest energy on divacancy
graphene and monovacancy respectively were chosen to do static calculation. The full relaxed geometric structures, magnetic configurations and total energies for Cr6 cluster on divacancy graphene
were shown in Fig. 5
Structures A and B are the most stable and the second most stable Cr6 cluster structure on
divacancy defected graphene. Total energy of structure A from static self-consistent calculation is
-1203.529898 eV, that for B is -1203.258844 eV. The shape of B structure is very close to regular
octahedron, it is more symmetric than structure A but not as stable in energy as A. The main
difference in geometry between A and B is the position of atom 6, in A atom 6 has a short Cr-Cr
bond (length = 1.66525 Å) with atom 3 but in B the bond between 6 and 3 is a long bond (length
= 2.46283 Å). Both A and B have the 2-4 magnetic configuration which means two atoms share
the same direction of magnetic moment and the other four share the same direction. The direction
of total magnetic moment of A depends on the direction of the two atoms, but that of B depends
on the four atoms.
Structure C and D are the most stable and the second most stable Cr6 cluster structure on
defected graphene with monovacancy. From static self-consistent calculation the total energy of C
is -1212.503679 eV, that of D is -1212.502850 eV. The structure C and D are not only very similar
in shape but also very close in energy. Both of them can be seen as two tetrahedron with a shared
edge, Atoms 3, 4, 5, 1 form one tetrahedron, atoms 2, 6, 5, 1 form the other one, the Cr-Cr bond
between atoms 5 and 1 is the shared edge. The main difference between these two structure is
the position of atom 4, in structure C 4-2 Cr-Cr bond is a short bond (length = 1.64713 Å) 4-3
Cr-Cr bond is long (length = 2.56072 Å), while in D 4-2 Cr-Cr bond is long (length = 2.49110 Å)
4-3 Cr-Cr bond is short (length = 1.66312 Å). The change of position of atom 4 has influence on
all atoms connected to atom 4, magnetic moments of connected atoms 1, 2, 3, 5 are different in
C and D, nevertheless atom 6 is almost not influenced. Magnetic configuration of C is 3-3 type,
that of D is 2-4 type, in structure C atom 3 contribute the most to total magnetic moment, atom
3 contribute the most to total moment in D, this may be related to the position of atom 4.
It is interesting that magnetic moments of two Cr atoms connected by a short Cr-Cr bond are
always opposite in direction and close in magnitude!
MAEs were calculated for all these structures between 001 and 100 directions. MAE is defined
as E100 − E001 . The MAE of A, B, C and D are 0.139 meV , 0.512 meV, 0.153 meV and 0.261 meV
respectively, all of them tend to align the direction perpendicular to the graphene sheet plane.
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Conclusion

Diffusion process of Cr atoms on divacancy and monovacancy graphene was studied in this work,
it is found that the potential energy decreased significantly when a bond between Cr atom and C
atom around defect was formed, and the this Cr-defect structure could attract other Cr atoms to
form a cluster together. In static self-consistent calculation, the most two stable structures on the
same kind of defected graphene have a apparent difference in geometry caused by the position of
one Cr atom. The position of that Cr atom affect the type of at least one Cr-Cr bond, when a
short Cr-Cr bond (length < 2 Å) is formed the magnetic moments of the two atoms connected by
short bond seems to be opposite to each other.
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